Abstract. Spectrahedra are sets defined by linear matrix inequalities. Projections of spectrahedra are called semidefinite representable sets. Both kinds of sets are of practical use in polynomial optimization, since they occur as feasible sets in semidefinite programming. In this work we develop some new methods to prove semidefinite representability of sets. We examine partial linear matrix inequalities, i.e. conditions stating that a linear matrix polynomial is conditional semidefinite (instead of positive semidefinite, as in the definition of a spectrahedron). For certain classes we prove that those conditions produce semidefinite representable sets. We then examine non-closed sets, which seem to have gained no attention at all so far. The interior of a semidefinite representable set is shown to be semidefinite representable. More general, one can remove faces of a semidefinite representable set and preserve semidefinite representability, as long as the faces are parametrized in a suitable way.
Introduction
A linear matrix polynomial A (of dimension k, in n variables) is a symmetric k × k-matrix whose entries are affine linear polynomials over R, in the variables X = (X 1 , . . . , X n ). Equivalenty, it is a linear polynomial in X with coefficients A i from Sym k (R), the space of real symmetric k × k-matrices:
A (X) = A 0 + X 1 · A 1 + . . . + X n · A n .
For a linear matrix polynomial A , the set
is called a spectrahedron or an LMI set. Here, 0 denotes positive semidefiniteness.
A spectrahedron is thus a generalization of a polyhedron, which one would obtain by using a diagonal matrix polynomial A . By using non-diagonal matrices, one can have infinitely many linear inequalities defining S (A ), an inequality y t A (X)y ≥ 0 for every y ∈ R k . One can also see spectrahedra as intersections of the cone of positive semidefinite matrices with an affine linear subspace of Sym k (R), where the affine subspace is parametrized by x 1 , . . . , x n (at least if A 1 , . . . , A n are linearly independent). So the cone of positive semidefinite symmetric k × k-matrices is the standard model of a spectrahedron.
Spectrahedra are always convex, semialgebraic and closed, even basic closed semialgebraic, i.e. defined by finitely many simultaneous polynomial inequalities. They are also rigidly convex, a condition that was first introduced by Helton and Vinnikov [11] . The authors show that rigid convexity is also sufficient for a two-dimensional set to be a spectrahedron. Lewis, Parrilo and Ramana [14] then observed that this proves the Lax conjecture. The question whether every rigidly convex set is a spectrahedron is open for higher dimensions.
Also the facial structure of spectrahedra is well known, see for example Ramana and Goldman [19] . The authors show that the faces of a spectrahedron are parametrized by subspaces of R k , and that all faces are exposed; see also Section 3 below.
Spectrahedra are of great importance in polynomial optimization. They occur as sets of feasible solutions in semidefinite optimization problems, which are generalizations of linear optimization problems. There exist efficient numerical algorithms to solve such problems, see Boyd, El Ghaoui, Feron and Balakrishnan [19] and Vandenberghe and Boyd [20] for more information.
Images of spectrahedra under linear projections are still useful for optimization. They are of the form {x ∈ R n | ∃y ∈ R m A (x, y) 0} , for some linear matrix polynomial A in n + m variables. Such sets are called semidefinite representable sets, and they have recently gained a lot of attention. Semidefinite representable sets are always convex and semialgebraic, but no other necessary condition is known so far. Helton and Nie [10] conjecture that every convex semialgebraic set is semidefinite representable. So far, the following facts are known: (i) Every spectrahedron is semidefinite representable. Projections of semidefinite representable sets are semidefinite representable.
(ii) Finite intersections of semidefinite representable sets are semidefinite representable.
(iii) For certain basic closed semialgebraic sets S, Lasserre's method from [13] allows to explicitly construct a semidefinite representation, i.e. a spectrahedron that projects to S. The method involves sums of squares representions of linear polynomials. Helton and Nie [9] have used this method to prove semidefinite representability under certain curvature conditions on the defining inequalities of a set. However, the Lasserre method can only work if all faces of the convex set are exposed, see Netzer, Plaumann and Schweighofer [16] . So there are basic closed convex sets for which the method fails.
(iv) The convex hull of a finite union of semidefinite representable sets is again semidefinite representable. This was shown for bounded sets in Helton and Nie [10] , and generalized to arbitrary sets in a note by Netzer and Sinn [17] . So one can apply the Lasserre method locally, at least for compact convex sets. Helton and Nie [10] use this to prove additional curvature results.
These seem to be the most important facts on semidefinite representable sets so far. In the present paper our goal is to extend the methods to construct semidefinite representations of sets.
We first examine what is called conditional definiteness in the literature (see for example the book chapter "Conditional definiteness of quadratic functionals" in Jacobson, Martin, Pachter and Geveci [12] ). Instead of the cone of positive semidefinite k × k-matrices one considers cones of matrices that are nonnegative (as quadratic forms) on certain subsets of R k . The most important example is the cone of copositive matrices, i.e. the cone of symmetric k × k-matrices A such that y t Ay ≥ 0 for all y from R k ≥0 , the positive orthant in R k . The reason for considering this cone comes from optimization again. Several problems, as for example the maximum clique problem from graph theory can be translated to an optimization problem over sections of this cone, see for example Bundfuss and Dür [5] . However, the cone of copositive matrices is much more difficult to deal with than the (smaller) cone of positive semidefinite matrices. It is not a spectrahedron, not even basic closed semialgebraic. Also the extreme rays of this cone are not known in full generality, see for example Baumert [3, 4] , Diananda [6] , Gaddum [7] and Hall and Newman [8] . However, by approximating this cone by sequences of polyhedral or spectrahedral cones, one can approximately solve the corresponding optimization problems. This is for example done in Bundfuss and Dür [5] , Parillo [18] and Zuluaga, Vera and Peña [21] .
So far there seem to be no explicit results on semidefinite representability of the cone of copositive matrices. But since a semidefinite representation allows to translate the considered optimization problems into semidefinite optimization problems (with several additional variables), this would be an interesting and useful result. If the conjecture of Helton and Nie is true, then the cone of copositive matrices should be semidefinite representable, for any dimension k, since it is convex and semialgebraic. On the other hand, the problem of deciding wether a given integer matrix is not copositive is shown to be NP-complete my Kabadi and Murty [15] . This suggests that the cone of copositive matrices may either not be semidefinite representable, or at least the dimension of a lifted spectrahedron may depend badly on the dimension k. So to find such a semidefinite representation or prove its impossibility seems to be a rewarding problem.
In Section 2 we give a semidefinite representation in the case k ≤ 4; we use the results of Diananda [6] . The same result was used in Parrilo [18] to show that his semidefinite approximation of the cone of copositive matrices is exact for k ≤ 4. His Theorem 1 thus also yields a semidefinite representation, although not explicitly stated. In our result the dimension of a lifted spectrahedron is twice the dimension of the cone. See Theorem 2.3 below for a slightly more general result. In higher dimensions we can only prove a weaker result on conditional semidefiniteness, see Theorem 2.5 below. It states that the cone of matrices nonnegative on a polyhedral cone defined by two linear functionals is always semidefinite representable. As a direct corollary of these facts we obtain results on the semidefinite representability of what we call conditional spectrahedra, see Corollary 2.6.
There is also a complete lack of results on the semidefinite representability of non-closed semialgebraic sets so far. In Section 4 we start examining such sets. We show that the relative interior of a semidefinite representable set is always semidefinite representable. The main result is then Theorem 4.8 below. It states the we can remove all faces of a semidefinite representable set, except those that are parametrized by another semidefinite representable set, and again obtain a semidefinite representable set. This result allows to produce many new examples of semidefinite representable sets. We conclude this work with a list of some open problems.
Conditional semidefiniteness
For k ∈ N let Sym k (R) be the (finite dimensional) space of symmetric k × kmatrices over R. Let E ij = (e rs ) r,s denote the matrix with e ij = e ji = 1 and e rs = 0 otherwise. Then the family {E ij | 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k} is a basis of Sym k (R).
For any subset T ⊆ R k let C k (T ) denote the closed convex cone of matrices that are nonnegative on T , i.e.
We also write "A 0 on T " for this above condition. In case T = R k we write S k instead of C k (T ) to denote the cone of positive semidefinite matrices. This is the standard example of a spectrahedron. In fact we have
Of special interest is also the case T = R k ≥0 , the positive orthant of R k ; we also write C k for short in that case. Elements from C k are called copositive matrices. The cone C k of copositive matrices is much more complicated than the cone S k of positive semidefinite matrices. Although one checks that C k is closed and semialgebraic, it is not basic closed semialgebraic, i.e. not defined by finitely many simultaneous polynomial inequalities, at least for k ≥ 2. Indeed, if it was, then also the set
was basic closed semialgebraic. For any y = (y 1 , y 2 ) ∈ R 2 the condition
This defines a halfspace whose boundary is a certain tangent line to D 2 , the unit disk in R 2 . Now with y running through R 2 ≥0 one gets
This is a standard example of a semialgebraic set that it not basic closed semialgebraic. So C k is not basic closed semialgebraic, and thus not a spectrahedron, for k ≥ 2. However, one has the following result:
Proof. By Theorem 2 in Diananda [6] , every matrix in C k is a sum of a positive semidefinite symmetric matrix and a symmetric matrix with only nonnegative entries. This means we have
which is a semidefinite representation of C k .
Remark 2.2. The semidefinite representability of C k for k ≤ 4 also follows from Theorem 1 in Parrilo [18] , although not explicitly stated. However there are more additional variables involved there. We have shown that for a semidefinite representation of C k we need k(k + 1)/2 additional variables. So C k is the projection of a spectrahedron in R k(k+1) , if k ≤ 4. The dimension of a defining linear matrix polynomial for the spectrahedron is k.
In the language of real algebraic geometry, Diananda's result that we used in the proof says that every quadratic form in ≤ 4 variables that is nonnegative on the positive orthant belongs to the preordering generated by the variables. This alternative formulation uses that every globally nonnegative quadratic form is a sum of squares of linear forms, and that there can be no degree cancellation when adding polynomials that are nonnegative on the first orthant.
Note that the result is not true any more for k ≥ 5. There is an example by Horn, also stated in [6] , of a matrix in C 5 that is not a sum of a positive semidefinite matrix and one with only nonnegative entries.
We generalize the above result as follows:
Proof. A polyhedral cone T is (by definition) a set defined by finitely many homogeneous linear inequalities (y) ≥ 0. Alternatively, by the Minkowski-Weyl Theorem, it is the conic hull of finitely many vectors v 1 , . . . , v r from R k . By the conic version of Caratheodory's Theorem, T is the union of all conic hulls of at most k of the vectors v i . Since finite intersections of semidefinite representable sets are semidefinite representable, we can assume r ≤ k. We can also assume that T has nonempty interior. In fact if T spans a strict subspace
, and this is equivalent to
where (M t AM ) l is the matrix obtained by deleting the last k − l rows and columns. Now M −1 (T ) has nonempty interior in R l . So we can assume r = k and that v 1 , . . . , v r are linearly independent. After applying another invertible linear transformation we are thus reduced to the case T = R k ≥0 , i.e. we consider C k . Now apply Proposition 2.1.
In higher dimensions we are unable to prove the semidefinite representability of C k . We can however prove a weaker result on conditional semidefinite matrices. We start with the following lemma on real polynomials:
Then the following are equivalent:
first note that p restricted to any affine line g in R k is a convex function. Indeed, if g is not orthogonal to the vector (1, 0, . . . , 0), this is clear from deg(p) ≤ 2 and the assumed nonnegativity. If g is orthogonal to (1, 0, . . . , 0), then we restrict p to the affine plane through g and g + (1, 0, . . . , 0) and are reduced to the case k = 2. So write
is nonnegative on [0, ∞). This clearly implies c ≥ 0, so p restricted to any line defined by Y 1 = t is a convex function. This proves the first claim. Now define
G is nonempty, open, and convex by the above considerations, F is clearly also convex, and G ∩ F = ∅, by assumption (i). So there is a hyperplane separating G and F , i.e. a linear polynomial q ∈ R[Y , Z] 1 such that q ≥ 0 on F and q < 0 on G.
Since q ≥ 0 on F we conclude that q must be of the form q = tY 1 + uZ + v with t, v ≥ 0, u ≤ 0. On the other hand, q < 0 on G means that either u = 0 or t = 0, and that s > p(y) implies ty 1 + us + v < 0. So we also have ty 1 + up(y) + v ≤ 0 for all y ∈ R k , and thus −up − tY 1 ≥ 0 on R k .
So u < 0, and dividing by −u finishes the proof.
The following is a result on semidefinite representability of certain cones of conditionally semidefinite matrices: Theorem 2.5. Let k ∈ N and let T ⊆ R k be a polyhedral cone defined by two homogeneous linear inequalities. Then C k (T ) is semidefinite representable.
is nonnegative on {(y 2 , . . . , y k ) | y 2 ≥ 0} . By Lemma 2.4 this is equivalent to the existence of some λ ≥ 0 such that
This is finally equivalent to the fact that the quadratic form q A (Y ) − λY 1 Y 2 is nonnegative on R k . So let B ∈ Sym k (R) be the matrix representing the quadratic form Y 1 Y 2 . We have proven
which is a semidefinite representation of C k (T ). Now let A (X) be a k-dimensional linear matrix polynomial in the variables X = (X 1 , . . . , X n ). For any semialgebraic set T ⊆ R k we can consider the set
This set is clearly closed convex, and it is semialgebraic, since T is semialgebraic. It can be seen as the intersection of C k (T ) with an affine linear subspace of Sym k (R), parametrized by x 1 , . . . , x n . It can also be seen as the set defined by the linear inequalities y t A (X)y ≥ 0, with y running through T . We call such sets conditional spectrahedra. They are generalizations of spectrahedra, but not necessarily spectrahedra themselves, as we have seen. The set
from above is an example for such a conditional spectrahedron. From Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 2.5 we immediately get the following result, whose proof is clear: Corollary 2.6. Let A (X) be a k-dimensional linear matrix polynomial and let T ⊆ R k be a polyhedral cone. If either k ≤ 4 or T is defined by two homogeneous linear inequalities, then the conditional spectrahedron S (A , T ) is semidefinite representable.
Corollary 2.7. Let A (X) be a 2-dimensional linear matrix polynomial. Then for any semialgebraic set T ⊆ R 2 , the conditional spectrahedron S (A , T ) is semidefinite representable.
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that T is closed and closed under multiplication with real scalars. Then T is a finite union of polyhedral cones. Since the intersection of semidefinite representable sets is semidefinite representable, this proves the claim.
Lemmas on convex sets and positive semidefinite matrices
In this section we prove some easy (and probably well known) facts about convex sets and matrices. They will be used in Section 4 to examine semidefinite representability of non-closed sets.
Lemma and Definition 3.1. Let S ⊆ R n be convex. The relative interior relint(S) of S is the subset of S that forms the interior of S in the affine hull of S. So a point x ∈ S belongs to relint(S) if and only if for all points y ∈ S there is some ε > 0 such that x + ε(x − y) ∈ S. If z ∈ relint(S) then another point x ∈ S belongs to relint(S) if and only if there is some ε > 0 such that x + ε(x − z) ∈ S.
One has S ⊆ relint(S).
Proof. This is an easy exercise.
Lemma 3.2. Let S ⊆ R
n be a convex set and let T be a convex subset of S which is dense in S. Then T contains the relative interior relint(S) of S.
Proof. Without loss of generality assume that S and therefore also T has nonempty interior in R n . Now assume for contradiction that there is some x ∈ int(S) that does not belong to T . Then by separation of disjoint convex sets, we find an affine linear polynomial 0 = ∈ R[X] with (x) ≤ 0 and ≥ 0 on T . Since T has nonempty interior there is some y ∈ T with (y) > 0. Since T ⊆ S and x ∈ int(S) we find some ε > 0 such that y := x + ε(x − y) ∈ S. Since (y ) < 0 and ≥ 0 on T , this contradicts S ⊆ T . Proof. The inclusion "⊆" is clear. For "⊇" notice that since relint(S) is convex and dense in S, ϕ(relint(S)) is a convex and dense subset of ϕ(S). So the claim follows from Lemma 3.2.
Definition 3.4. Let S ⊆ R n be a convex set. A face of S is a nonempty convex subset F ⊆ S with the following property: for any x, y ∈ S and λ ∈ (0, 1), if λx + (1 − λ)y ∈ F then x, y ∈ F .
A face F of S is exposed, if either F = S or there is a supporting hyperplane H of S in R n such that S ∩ H = F . This is equivalent to the existence of an affine linear polynomial ∈ R[X] with ≥ 0 on S and S ∩ { = 0} = F . Lemma 3.5. For every point x ∈ S there is a unique face F x of S that contains x in its relative interior. F x consist precisely of the points y ∈ S for which there is some ε > 0 such that x + ε(x − y) ∈ S.
Proof. Again an easy exercise.
If S ⊆ R n is a spectrahedron, defined by the k-dimensional linear matrix inequality A (X) 0, then every face of S is of the form
for some subspace U of R k , and one has F x = F ker A (x) for all x ∈ S; every face of S is exposed (see [19] and also [16] ). Under this identification, the cone C 2 of copositive matrices identifies with the cone C 2 of tuples (a, b, c) satisfying a ≥ 0, b ≥ 0, c ≥ − √ ab. Now one easily checks that the set F = {(0, b, 0) | b ≥ 0} is a face of C 2 that is not exposed. Indeed every supporting hyperplane to C 2 that contains F already contains the bigger face {(0, b, c) | b ≥ 0, c ≥ 0}. This is another way to see that C 2 and therefore any C k for k ≥ 2 is not a spectrahedron.
We now turn to matrices. The next Proposition will be crucial for the results in Section 4. 
Non-closed semidefinite representable sets
All of the existing results on semidefinite representations of sets concern closed sets. Our goal in this section is to start examining non-closed sets.
The following easy result states that we can always remove faces of semidefinite representable sets, and still obtain semidefinite representability. It does not use the results from Section 3 yet. Proposition 4.1. If S is semidefinite representable and F is a face of S, then F and S \ F are semidefinite representable.
Proof. First assume that S is a spectrahedron, defined by the linear matrix polynomial A . Then F is an exposed face of S (by [19] , Corollary 1), which means that there is an affine linear polynomial ∈ R[X] such that ≥ 0 on S and { = 0} ∩ S = F. So we have
and
This shows that F is even a spectrahedron and S \ F is semidefinite representable. Now let S be semidefinite representable and let S ⊆ R n+m be a spectrahedron such that S is the image of S with respect to the projection pr : R n+m → R n . Then F := pr −1 (F ) ∩ S is a face of S. Since F projects onto F and S \ F projects onto S \ F , both sets are semidefinite representable.
For a semidefinite representable set with only finitely many faces, i.e. for a polyhedron, we thus know that its interior is again semidefinite representable. But this result is true in general: Proposition 4.2. If S is semidefinite representable, then relint(S) is also semidefinite representable.
Proof. First assume that S is a spectrahedron, defined by the matrix polynomial A (X) = A 0 + X 1 A 1 + . . . + X n A n . Fix a point z ∈ relint(S). By Lemma 3.1, relint(S) has the following description:
For ε > 0 we have A (x + ε(x − z)) 0 if and only if 1 1+ε · A (x + ε(x − z)) 0, and
Making the transformation δ := 1 1+ε and writing
Since the condition δ ∈ (0, 1) can be translated into
this is clearly a semidefinite representation of relint(S). Now let S be semidefinite representable and suppose S ⊆ R n+m is a spectrahedron that projects to S. Then relint( S) projects onto relint(S), by Corollary 3.3. Since we already know that relint( S) is semidefinite representable, this proves the claim.
Remark 4.3.
We also have some quantitative information in this last result. Assume that S ⊆ R n is semidefinite representable and S ⊆ R n+m is a spectrahedron that projects to S. If S is defined by a k-dimensional linear matrix polynomial, then relint(S) is the image of a spectrahedron in R n+m+2 , defined by a linear matrix polynomial of dimension k + 4. This is clear from the proof of Proposition 4.2.
Remark 4.4. We could also try to quantify the element z in the proof of Proposition 4.2, instead of only using one fixed z from relint(S). This would allow us to be more sophisticated in removing faces of S. However, the approach from the proof doesn't seem to work then. It relies on the fact that we consider z as a fixed parameter. Otherwise we can not get rid of the product (1 + ε)x by dividing through 1 + ε. However, we can still proof a better result, using a different method. This is our main result, Theorem 4.8 below.
By now we have shown that we can remove finitely many faces or all faces of codimension ≥ 1 from a semidefinite representable set, and obtain a semidefinite representable set. But with the results from the previous section we can prove more. We start with spectrahedra (recall the notations from Section 3): Proposition 4.5. Let S be defined by the k-dimensional linear matrix polynomial A (X). Then for every subspace W of R k , the set
is semidefinite representable.
Proof. Choose an m × k-matrix B with ker B = W . By Proposition 3.7 we find
which is a semidefinite representation.
Remark 4.6. If S has nonempty interior, then the linear matrix polynomial A (X) can be chosen such that A (X) 0 defines int(S), see [11] . Then
is semidefinite representable by Proposition 4.5. This is another way to prove Proposition 4.2.
Example 4.7. Let D 2 be the unit disk in R 2 , defined by the linear matrix polynomial
as above. The faces of D 2 are D 2 itself and the points on the boundary of D 2 . For (
So one checks that for any one-dimensional subspace W of R 2 , the set
is the open unit disk together with one point on the boundary. Since the convex hull of a finite union of bounded semidefinite representable sets is again semidefinite representable (by [10] , Theorem 2.2), we obtain that the open unit disk together with finitely many points on the boundary is semidefinite representable. By Proposition 4.1, also D 2 with finitely many points on the boundary removed is semidefinite representable.
So Propositions 4.1 4.2 and 4.5 tell us that we can either remove finitely many faces or "almost all" of the faces of a spectrahedron and obtain a semidefinite representable set. But we would also like to do something in between, for example remove a semi-arc from the boundary of the disk.
For a convex set S and z ∈ S we denote by F(z, S) the set of all faces of S that contain z. In particular always S ∈ F(z, S). The following is our main result, a generalization of Proposition 4.2:
Theorem 4.8. Let T ⊆ S ⊆ R n be semidefinite representable sets. Then
Proof. First assume that S is a spectrahedron. Let A (X) be a k-dimensional symmetric linear matrix polynomial defining S. For any z ∈ T we have
So by Proposition 3.7 we have
which is a semidefinite representation. Now let S be semidefinite representable. So there is a spectrahedron S in some R n+m that projects onto S via the projection map pr : R n+m → R n . Define
which is clearly a semidefinite representable subset of S. We now know that ( T S) is semidefinite representable, so we finish the proof by showing pr ( T S) = (T S).
For "⊆" let (x, y) ∈ ( T S) be given. We have to show x ∈ (T S). There is some (v, w) ∈ T and some face F ∈ F((v, w), S) such that (x, y) ∈ relint( F ). So there is some ε > 0 such that (x, y) + ε ((x, y) − (v, w)) ∈ F . So x + ε(x − v) ∈ pr( F ) ⊆ S. This implies v ∈ F x , so F x ∈ F(v, S) and clearly x ∈ relint(F x ). Since v ∈ T this proves x ∈ (T S). For "⊇" let F be a face of S that contains some element from T . Then F := pr −1 (F ) ∩ S is a face of S that contains some element from T . By Corollary 3.3 we find pr relint( F ) = relint pr( F ) = relint(F ), which proves the desired inclusion. (ii) (T S) always contains T , and also relint(S) as long as T = ∅. (iii) The semidefinite representation of (T S) is explicitly given in the proof of Theorem 4.8. So one for example checks that it preserves rational coefficients from a semidefinite representation of T and S. Example 4.10. We consider the unit disk D 2 in R 2 once more. We find that we can remove any arc in the boundary of D 2 (and therefore any semialgebraic subset of the boundary) and obtain a semidefinite representable set. This is implied by Theorem 4.8. For any arc in the boundary of D 2 one simply has to provide a semidefinite representable subset T of D 2 that touches the boundary of D 2 precisely in the points that do not belong to the given arc. This is always possible, as one easily checks. S is not a spectrahedron, since it is not even basic closed semialgebraic (and has a non-exposed face). But it is semidefinite representable, which for example follows from our results in Section 2, or Theorem 2.2 in Helton and Nie [10] . Now consider the subset T of S defined by T = {(x, y) ∈ S | |y| ≤ 1 − x ∧ |y| ≤ 1 + x}.
Then (T S) consists of int(S) together with the points (−1, 0), (0, −1), (1, 0) and the open line segment (−1, 1) × {1}. Since S and T are semidefinite representable, so is (T S).
Open Problems
(1) Is the closed convex cone C k of copositive matrices in Sym k (R) semidefinite representable, for any k ≥ 1? It is a convex and semialgebraic set, so if Helton and Nie's conjecture is true, the answer should be yes. On the other hand, optimization over the cone of copositive matrices is generally assumed to be a hard problem, see Kabadi and Murty [15] . Optimization over semidefinite representable sets can be translated into semidefinite programs, which can be solved efficiently. This at least suggests that the number of additional variables used in a semidefinite representation might depend badly on k, if such a representation exists. (2) A generalization of (1) (3) is the following question: Can one always eliminate universal quantifiers in semidefinite representations, i.e. is {x ∈ R n | ∀y ∈ T (x, y) ∈ S} semidefinite representable, if T ⊆ R m and S ⊆ R n+m are? This set is obviously convex and semialgebraic. If it was, then the answer to question (3) would be yes, since S = x ∈ R n | ∀ε > 0 ∃y ∈ S ||x − y|| 2 ≤ ε .
